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1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this e-book is to help schools and

adult organizations create high quality KA1

application form. It contains practical tips

and advices for all the major sections of the

KA1 application form of the Erasmus+

programme.

KA1

Erasmus+ courses by Primera team

According to School Education
Gateway we are a 5 star Erasmus+
course provider. We have more than 10
years’ experience working at the field of
teachers’ and trainers’ international
mobility. Throughout the years we
gained a clear picture about high
quality KA1 application form. Teachers
often ask us for tips and advices.
Therefore, we prepared this e-book
with practical tips for the crucial
sections of the KA1 application form.

We wish you a lot of inspiration
and persistence in preparing
your mobility projects. It is
worth it!

Erasmus+ KA1 staff mobility is …

Blanka Tacer, PhD, Director

… an excellent opportunity for teachers,

headmasters, career consultants, adult trainers

and HRM professionals to participate in

international courses in different European

countries.Participants may get the funding from

EU  Erasmus+ programme , which covers the
majority of the necessary costs such as traveling,

accommodation and tuition fee. However,

getting the grant is not easy because of the high

competition. A lot of teachers would love to go

abroad for a training, but the budget is limited.

The quality of the application form is therefore a

crucial element which decides whether or not

you will get the opportunity. Luckily, you are in

charge of the application form. With a little bit of

extra knowledge, you will be able to prepare a

winning KA1 application form.

Get in touch with us:  Facebook  I  Web   I  Email

https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/
https://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/en/pub/profile.cfm?do=organisation&id=1725
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/about_en
https://www.facebook.com/erasmusbyprimera/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/
mailto:info@skupinaprimera.si
mailto:info@skupinaprimera.si


If your organisation applies for the
first time you have to register first
at Erasmus+ portal.  In order to
apply you will need a PIC code for

your organisation. Register in EU
Participant Portal to get it for your

organisation. If you already have
your PIC code, just use it. You do
not have to register again. In
writing Erasmus+ mobility
proposal you will also need our PIC
code, if you want to include us as
your partner. Our OID code is
E10091479, PIC code  is
949416601 (Skupina Primera).

Find an interesting international

KA1 Erasmus+ course for you.
Here is our fine selection of
Erasmus+ courses provided by

Primera. We are focused on

problem solving skills, school

capacity and effective

relationships. We also organise

courses tailored to schools /

consortium specific needs. Please
inform us about your choice.

Register at Erasmus+

portal

Get the PIC code

Web application form. For

KA1 mobility projects,

applicants are required to

submit their application

online to the appropriate

National Agency of your

country, using the correct

electronic form and including

all requested annexes. Note

that application deadline is

usually at the beginning of
February. Be careful with the

application form and do not
wait for the last day to

submit. The last week the

system is really occupied and

it happened previous years

that it was hard to work on

the application because of the

heavy internet traffic.

Fill in KA1 web application

form

Submit the application and stick

your fingers crossed, the results

will be announced by the end of

July.

Submit and stick your

fingers crossed

OID
PIC

Plan carefully. Excellent planning
reduces half of the stress. In case you
apply for the first time, book at least 1
– 2 months of work in your schedule.

2. ONE PAGE KA1 ACTION STEPS

https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/erasmus-esc/organisation-registration/screen/home
https://ec.europa.eu/education/participants/portal/desktop/en/home.html
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product-category/erasmus-courses/
mailto:info@skupinaprimera.si
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/cas/login?loginRequestId=ECAS_LR-68169857-EVUpdwMPHjsxHFhW4rUzcyZLVWdgzp1iJfKmcMwR4rsRG2vvLzLq0lyqpIzKZegzte6tCMT9y93NIUlpSINIR0k-rS0vSrmBGYCppYBc2ylekO-CQ4auea1yUW5Ou7IhZsXwCGF7PzvKtWgj3IifC4PGRE


3. EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT PLAN

• organize inspiring conversations

with stakeholders about the

internationalization of your school in

the future;  

• think about the goals you can reach

only by international cooperation;  

• write 3 – 4 key objectives of

internationalization and

modernization.

 Tip # 1:  Think about the internationalization of your school. The

European Development Plan is about your future. How would you like

to be integrated in the international projects? Is there a common

agreement among your teachers to participate in international

projects? What will internationalization bring to your students, to your

teachers, to parents, and to the local community? How will

international cooperation improve the quality of your school? Do you

have a support from your management? It is not enough to state your

wish for internationalization. You really need a productive discussion

within your school in order to look on the possibility of the

internationalization from different perspectives.

The broader aim of Erasmus+ projects is to enhance internationalization
of the education. Internationalization increases employability,
intercultural awareness, social capital, motivation for change,
information sharing, awareness of different educational systems etc.
European Development Plan in the KA1 application form is basically the
answer to the question how will you strengthen internationalization of
your school. 

Strength lies in
difference, not in
similarities. 

Stephen R. Covey



Tip # 3 : Be concrete. Can you tell the difference between the following

two sentences? First, we will increase our international cooperation and
bring a lot of good practices to our school. Second, we will increase our
capability for teaching entrepreneurship by introducing 3 innovative
teaching methods for entrepreneurship which we will learn in 3 different
countries with 3 different international partners.
 
The first statement allows different interpretations and you will never
know how the evaluator will understand your plan. In contrast, the
second statement is much more concrete with exact data. Your
evaluator gets a clear picture what would you like to achieve. 

Tip # 4: Mind the European dimension of your plan. You go to another
country because you want experience which you cannot get at your

home country. Remember to write in your application what exactly will
you get with mobility project that you cannot get at your home
country. If you write that you will go on Erasmus+ course about
developing soft skills, your evaluators might give you lower points with

the argument that you can get such a course in your home country. So

you need a strong argumentation what can you get with the

international course. For instance, new contacts for further international

projects, study visit of different institutions in another country, best

practice exchange with other participants, etc.

Tip # 2: Be realistic. If your school does not have any experience with

international mobility or other international projects yet, then it would
be unwise to write that you will establish cooperation with 25 schools
from other countries in 1 year. Go gradually. Start with one mobility
project and tell the evaluators how your first mobility project will help
you to get new contacts for one additional project. It is important to be
aware how much can you do with your current competencies and
experience. Otherwise, evaluators will give lower points to your
European Development Plan with the argument that it is unlikely that
you will be able to fulfill the plan.



Tip #5: Is it really necessary to send the whole team to one Erasmus+
course? One of the goals of Erasmus+ courses is to establish good
networks among participants as a basis for future projects. If you send a

group of 18 teachers to one course you will not be able to increase your

network. In this case, you can negotiate a tailor-made course with your

course provider. However, write strong arguments why you need a

tailor-made course. For instance, maybe your school wants to develop a

specific interdisciplinary project about green innovations for the

students and your whole team needs additional competencies in order to

implement such a project.

Tip #6: Evidence-based plan. The quality of your European

Development Plan will be higher if you prepare it based on the findings
of different discussions, workshops or interviews with the key
stakeholders. Gather together relevant people: teachers, school
management, parents, students, local government. Organize creative
and inspirational conversation in groups where participants are invited
to share their ideas about internationalization of your school. Ask them
broadening questions and write all the ideas. Writing European
Development Plan will be much easier and relevant having ideas
produced by a group of people who cares about your school.



Tip #7: Be ambitious with your dissemination. Mobility project is not

just for you. It is also for your local community and for the whole school.
Thus, plan some serious dissemination actions in order to spread the
knowledge as much as possible. A workshop with your fellow colleagues,
with parents or with students might add value to your mobility project.
Write a few articles about your mobility project, record a video, and
most important, implement the knowledge to your practice.

Tip #8: Useful words in European Development Plan:
internationalization, benchmarking, social capital, lifelong learning,

European cooperation, capacity-building, multilingualism, cultural

awareness, exchange of good practices, intercultural learning,

organizational learning, interdisciplinary learning, school values,

European values, European activities, enable students to learn about

Europe, prepare students for learning, life and work in an international

environment, enable pupils to learn through an international context.

These are ideas which reflect areas of good European Development Plan.

However, the list is not exhaustive. Find also your own areas.



4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

reflect objectives of the Erasmus+

programme through your project

description;

mind national priorities of your

national agency;

use concrete numbers and

information, avoid general terms.

improve the level of key competences and skills, with particular regard to their relevance for

the labour market and their contribution to a cohesive society, in particular through increased
opportunities for learning mobility and through strengthened cooperation between the world
of education and training and the world of work;       

foster quality improvements, innovation excellence and internationalisation at the level of
education and training institutions, in particular through enhanced transnational cooperation

between education and training providers and other stakeholders.       

promote the emergence and raise awareness of a European lifelong learning area designed to
complement policy reforms at national level and to support the modernisation of education

and training systems, in particular through enhanced policy cooperation, better use of EU

transparency and recognition tools and the dissemination of good practices;  

enhance the international dimension of education and training, in particular through

cooperation between Programme and Partner Partner-Country institutions in the field of VET
and in higher education, by increasing the attractiveness of European higher education
institutions and supporting the EU's external action, including its development objectives,
through the promotion of mobility and cooperation between Programme and Partner Partner-
Country higher education institutions and targeted capacity building in Partner Countries.

improve the teaching and learning of languages and promote the EU's broad linguistic

diversity and intercultural awareness.

Your project has to be relevant to the objectives of the Erasmus+
programme. Description of your project will be relevant if it reflects the
following objectives in the field of education and training:

People will only
want to engage if it
is relevant to their
needs or helps
them solve
problems.

Jane Hart



Besides the objectives above
always check the priorities of your
national agency. National agencies
have the right to set country
specific priorities that might be
important in your context.
 
Align your objectives of your
mobility project with the objectives
of the Erasmus+ programme and
priorities of your national agency.
 
State clearly where the alignment
lies and do not let evaluators to
look for alignment because they do
not know the project as well as you
do and also, they do not have the
necessary time for that.Aligning
objectives of your mobility project
with the objectives of the Erasmus+
programme includes arguments
about the outcomes. Show in your
application form how your mobility
delivers the learning outcomes
below.



Outcomes of KA1 for:

students, trainees, apprentices
and young people

enhanced intercultural awareness;

more active participation in society;

better awareness of the European

project and the EU values;

increased motivation for taking part

in future (formal/non-formal)

education or training after the

mobility period abroad. 

 improved learning performance;

enhanced employability and

improved career prospects;

 increased sense of initiative and

entrepreneurship;

increased self-empowerment

and self-esteem;

improved foreign language

competences; 



Outcomes of KA1 for:
staff, youth workers and

professionals

• greater understanding of

interconnections between formal and

non-formal education, vocational

training and the labour market

respectively; 

• better quality of their work and

activities in favour of students,

trainees, apprentices, pupils, adult

learners, young people and volunteers;

• greater understanding and

responsiveness to social, linguistic and

cultural diversity;

• increased ability to address the

needs of the disadvantaged;

• increased support for and promotion

of mobility activities for learners;

• increased opportunities for

professional and career development;

• improved foreign language

competences;

• increased motivation and satisfaction

in their daily work.

• improved competences, linked to their

professional profiles (teaching, training,

youth work, etc.);

• broader understanding of practices,

policies and systems in education,

training or youth work across countries;

• increased capacity to trigger changes

in terms of modernisation and

international opening within their

educational organisations;



 Outcomes on
participating organisations

 

innovative and improved way of

operating towards their target
groups, by providing for example: more

attractive programmes for students,

trainees, apprentices, young people

and volunteers in line with their needs

and expectations; improved

qualifications of teaching and training

staff; improved processes of

recognition and validation of

competences gained during learning

periods abroad; more effective

activities for the benefit of local

communities, improved youth work

methods and practices to actively

involve young people and/or to

address disadvantaged groups, etc.; 

more modern, dynamic, committed

and professional environment inside

the organisation: ready to integrate

good practices and new methods into

daily activities; open to synergies with

organisations active in different social,

educational and employment fields;

planning strategically the professional

development of their staff in relation

to individual needs and organisational

objectives; if relevant, capable of

attracting excellent students and

academic staff from all over the world.  

increased capacity to operate at

EU/international level: improved

management skills and

internationalisation strategies;

reinforced cooperation with

partners from other countries;

increased allocation of financial

resources (other than EU funds) to

organise EU/international projects;

increased quality in the preparation,

implementation, monitoring and

follow up of EU/international

projects; 



Some of the Erasmus+ training providers will give you a list of competencies
they deliver with every training, respectively. Their list of competencies might be
useful to write in the section of the learning outcomes in the KA1 application
form. At least the list can be a good starting point for writing. The good approach
is to integrate Erasmus+ course provider competencies list with the list of
outcomes stated in the Erasmus+ Programme Guide.
 

Choosing your hosting partner has to reflect
 
• Erasmus+ programme objectives, learning outcomes and
• your European Development Plan.
 
Therefore, do not write statements like “we chose the hosting partners because
of their experience with KA1 courses.” This statement reflects neither Erasmus+
objectives neither your European Development Plan. Better example of the
statement is the following: “By our project we want to see practices for reducing
early school leaving in other countries. We chose the hosting partner because of
their evidence-based results in tackling early school leaving and their proven
record of facilitating international cooperation among participants.”



• ask your course provider to

prepare a list of competencies;

• impact is about influence on

people, dissemination is about

spreading the word about your

project;

• show the impact on different levels:

student, teachers, school.

The impact of the projects is related to the

learning outcomes. Concrete learning

outcomes lead to impact and this logical

link has to be clearly demonstrated in the

application form. But not just that. It is

equally important to consider, how your

mobility project will affect stakeholders

outside your organisation. Different levels

are important: institutional, local, regional,

national and/or international levels. By tips

below we aim to provide some ideas for

effective arguments in the impact part of

the application form for KA1 mobility

projects. 

Impact and dissemination bring you almost one third of scores in
assessing the quality of your mobility project. Therefore, it is worth to
put an effort to this part of your project.

Genius is in the idea.
Impact, however,
comes from action!
Simon Sinek

5. IMPACT



Show concrete competencies. Ask your
course provider to prepare a list of

competencies that you will acquire during the

mobility project. With a list of competencies

your task will be easy, because you will be able

to show that the training programme

addresses the proposed competencies,

learning outcomes are reflected in the higher

levels of those competencies and the project

will improve the quality of participant’s

teaching activity. If your course provider can

give you some information on how you can

integrate competencies into your work, you

can use those arguments and connect them

with your specific subject. In our case
Erasmus+ courses by Primera we prepared a

list of competencies and ideas for integrating
competencies into work for every single
course. You can find them under the course
descriptions.
 

Think about the impact on your students.
Even if the participants of the mobility are

teachers only, the project will have an impact

on students as well. You can write how many

new activities for students you aim to

implement upon your return from the

mobility.  
 

 

Be clear, how those new activities will

increase their skills, strengths, or knowledge.
For instance, after the creativity course I aim
to organise creativity clucbs for students as a
structured course consisted of 30 pedagogical
hours. With this new course students will
increase their level of constructive and
creative thinking skills resulting in more new
ideas, considering different perspective in
decision making and providing high quality
arguments in expressing their thoughts. 
 
Also, provide an answer for how long will you
exploit the results of the project. From the
sustainability perspective it is better to
structure your mobility project in a way that
you will be able to exploit the results
even after the project is already concluded.

Your project documentation will have a higher
quality if you are able to deliver some ideas on
how to exploit the results after the formal end
of the project.
 
Show, how your mobility project will
contribute to the European dimension of
your organisation. How many new contacts

will you establish during the mobility? How
will you use new contacts? How will you
promote your institution during the mobility?
Present concrete numbers. Will your students
get more information about Europe based on
your mobility project? Will the project results
be incorporated into the management of your
organisation?    

https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/
http://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product-category/erasmus-courses/


What about regional, national and
international level? This is a little bit trickier,
but not impossible. Remember, that

sustainability is also a part of the impact of
the project. Maybe you can organize some

new activities with your parents, based on the

competencies that you acquired during your

mobility period. If you are able that, this can

potentially strengthen your local community.

Also, some activities with other schools may

add some additional quality to your mobility

project.

 

On the national and international level, you

may focus on creating new projects from the

topic of your mobility. Remember, it is

important to be concrete. It is better to list

one project idea and justify it properly that

enumerate ten different ideas without any

clear logic. For instance, you can say that you

would like to create a multicultural project,

but currently you need to increase your

competencies in multiculturalism. So, based

on your acquired competencies from

multicultural training abroad you plan to

create a new international (with schools from

different countries) or national (with other

schools from your country) project addressing

the multicultural challenges in your

organisation.

Note the difference between dissemination
and impact. Dissemination is for instance if

you prepare a brochure and send it to
teachers from other schools in your
community. By a brochure you spread around
the word about your project. So,
dissemination is all about spreading
information about your project. Impact on the
other hand comprises activities which aim to
increase competencies of the people. For
instance, impact activity is if you go to
entrepreneurship course and upon your
return you organize a workshop for teachers
from other school in which you share
pedagogical material and show them how
they can use it with students. You may write
this activity under the impact because you
help teachers to increase their competencies
based on your learning outcomes from
Erasmus+ course.
 
Impact is usually the weakest point of
applications. Even in cases when evaluators
recognize good project idea applicants
struggle to show the impact with concrete
examples. The main idea of the impact
chapter is to show changes you expect to

occur as a result of the project. French
national agency suggests to be systematic in
showing impact of the project on students,
teachers and school.



Desired impact for ...

Students

 self-confidence,

knowledge of the European

Union,

knowledge of lifestyle and

education in partner

countries,

knowledge of native culture

strong bonds with students

from partner schools,

digital skills development,

foreign language skills

development,

team work development,

social skills development,

interest in other countries

and their cultures,

motivation in all subjects

and studies,

motivation to study foreign

languages,

tolerance with regard to

different cultures. 

Teachers
 experience of different

teaching methods,

experience of new

subjects/knowledge,

knowledge of the European

Union,

knowledge and

understanding of partner

countries’ educational

system (content and

assessment),

knowledge of own subject

field,

creation of strong bonds

with partner country

teachers,

project management skills

development,

digital skills development,

English language skills

development,

language skills development

in a language other than

English,

social skills development,

motivation to work in a

multi-disciplinary team,

motivation for professional

training and skills

development,

motivation for the job.  

School

  improvement of school

climate,

development of

interdisciplinary approaches,

development of openness and

cooperation with schools

from other countries,

development of work

placements abroad, stronger

relationships between

students and teachers,

better team work between

teaching, administration and

management departments,

better team work among

teachers,

financial impact,

introduction of new teaching

systems,

new content,

strengthening of the

European dimension and its

development,

increased support and

involvement of family

members in school life,

increased support and

involvement of other

stakeholders: local and

regional authorities,

companies, parents’

associations.



Don't be scarce with measurment

Results indicators help recognise to what degree the project objectives have been
achieved. Include different concrete indicators of your results such as:

Number of information sessions for school staff to learn about skills gained by students
during project activities,

Number of delivered Europass Mobility,
Number of training sessions by peers,

Number of students/teachers involved in mobility activities,
Number and type of organisations involved in a project other than schools e.g. any
local/national businesses involved, Absenteeism rate,
Number of new contacts established, Average satisfaction of the participants.



 prepare a list of measurable
indicators;
use resources and tools prepared
by some national agencies;
cover different stages of the
project, different target groups,

short-term and long-term impact. 

 Tip #1  Assessment plan. Systematically done evaluation can actually simplify the

development of the project, completion of the application form and reporting. But you
need an effective plan to simplify it.
 

In the assessment plan define and prioritize the project objectives. It is

impossible to evaluate everything. Select the areas you want to focus on.
 

Define who will manage the evaluation of your project impact and dissemination. It is
good to have a responsible person who will monitor project implementation. It might be a

project coordinator or some other team member. State what you’re assessing and set

concrete indicators such as examples below. In the next step choose an appropriate

assessment method and tool for collecting and analysing data. After data
collection analyse the results and ask yourself the right questions, e.g. what does it mean

if the participants established contacts but no new partnership occurred out of the

network. Act consequently, e.g. following this analysis we will organise a brainstorming

session on developing new project idea and after encourage participants to write their

new contacts and propose project idea to them. Additionally, you will have to present

intermediary reports and final report of the project to your national agency. Having good

assessment plan will help you to write efficient reports.

 

It is almost the last part of the application form but it does not mean it is less
important. Far from it. The evaluation demonstrates to what extent the
objectives and desired outcomes were achieved at the different stages of your
Erasmus+ mobility project’s lifecycle. Here is a guideline on how to prepare
effective evaluation of your project.

Everyone is a genius.
But if you judge a fish
by its ability to climb
a tree, it will live its
whole life believing
that it is stupid.
Albert Einstein

6. EVALUATION



 Tip #2 Critical events to evaluate. In order to ensure holistic evaluation, mind
different levels of evaluation, short-term and long-term impact, and all stages of the

project. Levels of evaluation refers to relevant people who benefits from the project:
students, teachers, school, teacher training provider and other stakeholders depends on
your project objectives. In some cases, you might include parents, local community or
administrative staff. Usually applicants define short-term impact indicators such as
number of training hours or satisfaction with the in-service training. But keep in mind the
long-term impact and how will you measure and show it. Plan evaluation activities for
instance 3 or 6 months after the mobility. Assess what participants of the mobility
actually use in their everyday practice. Since high quality training providers assess the
effectiveness of their courses as a follow-up activity after a certain period upon the course
ending, you can ask them to share information with you. Plan also to evaluate different
stages of the project and not just the mobility itself. Holistic evaluation covers assessment

of the project management, preparation of the participants, mobility period,
dissemination, and effects of the mobility after the mobility is concluded.



Students Teachers School
knowledge: better

knowledge about the topics

involved, better insight in

practical applications of the

subject, better insight in the

European context of the

subject;

attitude: student takes

initiative to know more

about the subject, student

asks more questions during

the lessons, student shows

more motivation;

foreign language skills:

better oral performance in

foreign language, students

speak more often in the

foreign language in the

classroom;

European citizenship: have

knowledge and experience

of democratic structures and

decision-making at local,

national and European level;

management skills: problem-

solving, budget

management, negotiating

skills, collaborative skills.

project based teaching:

increased implementation of

active learning methods,

comparing teaching methods

and approaches with colleagues

from the partner schools, use of

new technologies;

subject skills: consultation with

partner teachers on subject

related matters, ability to put

the subject in a European

context, integration of genuine

material from project partners

in the lessons;

foreign language skills: more

fluent use of the language,

better performance in writing

the foreign language;

motivation: applies more often

for extra in-service training,

study visits, conferences,

undertakes extra work, starts

new initiatives, takes initiatives

to disseminate the results of

the project, feels an 'ownership'

for the project;

European citizenship: facilitate

and stimulate contacts with

teachers and pupils in different

countries, stimulate the

introduction of the European

dimension at school.

  school policy: staff meetings

related to the project take place,

involvement of the senior

management and the school

principal, appointment of a

European school co-ordinator,

existence of a strategy plan for

the introduction of the European

Dimension at school;

community links: regular

contacts with media, contacts

with the local authorities,

contacts with local societies,

dissemination to other schools,

participation in activities

organized by the community,

involvement of the parents

where appropriate;

whole school involvement:

number of teachers actively

involved, are all teachers

informed, number of students

involved, discussion of the

project at staff meetings;

project visibility: a leaflet or

regular newsletter about the

project is disseminated within

the school and local community,

the resources in the school (ICT,

language labs, library) are used in

a different way, specific events

for teachers and other members

of staff has taken place, the

students' project-products are

displayed and/or available.

Tip #3  Examples of the indicators. Ideas for indicators below are adopted from the MICE-T

project (www.mice-t.net)
 

  Evidence of impact on: 

http://www.mice-t.net/
http://www.mice-t.net/
http://www.mice-t.net/


  
Tip #4 Tools for evaluation. Data collection methods and tools depend on the impact you

want to show. Suggestions below serve as an inspiration for your project:

 
 
 Tip #5  Resources and tools. British and Slovene national agencies dived deep into
evaluating impact and prepare useful collection of resources and tools. You can use them
freely. Download from the UK national agency. Dutch national agency made another
useful guide on preparing impact. Check it here.

surveys and questionnaires: design questions beforehand based on the type of impact;
individual and group interviews with participants of the mobility or other stakeholders;
observation: design an observation guide based on what you want to observe, by

observation we usually evaluate changes in attitudes;
statistics: e.g. number of participant in dissemination event, number of readers of a

blog;
skills tests: skills assessment might be done before and after mobility;

document analysis to evaluate the European aspects of the products;
language portfolio;

group discussion about the mobility experience: brainstorming, world café, storytelling. 

https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/impact-and-evaluation
https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/impact-and-evaluation
https://www.erasmusplus.nl/en/impacttool-mobility#activitiesHeading
https://www.erasmusplus.nl/en/impacttool-mobility#activitiesHeading


include at least 7 different

resources to cover different target

groups;

show how will you share tangible

results and not just inform people

about the project;

answer all the important

questions: Why? Who? When?

What? How? – start with why.

Not just in the end, start your

dissemination already at the beginning of

the project. Remember your positive

feelings and joy when you receive a

confirmation of the project from your

national agency. Why not share it with

others? Use your media (webpage, blogs,

social media, newsletters, bulletin board) to

tell your local community what are the aims

of the project and how will you share new

knowledge with them.

  Dissemination is an opportunity to promote your work and the knowledge you received in
Erasmus+ training abroad. So, do not take it as a pressure to put additional energy to your
project but take it as a chance to facilitate lifelong learning in your community. 
 
Goals of dissemination are: raise awareness, extend the impact, engage stakeholders and
target groups, share solutions and know how, influence policy and practice, develop new
partnerships.
 
Here are some ideas for different dissemination activities. Feel free to use them in your
application. 

Make it simple.
Make it memorable.
Make it inviting to
look at.
Make it fun to read.

Leo Burnett

Write about your mobility
experience. Written words are more
sustainable so having at least one written

dissemination activity makes sense. Prepare

an article or blog. Article may be published

in a professional publication or in local

media for a general public. Do not write only

about the country. The core content is the

knowledge you got in your mobility and this

is the most interesting think for your

readers. Write what did you learn and what

knowledge readers can implement in their

work and life.

7. DISSEMINATION



Written word is good, but do not forget on
personal contacts with the local
community. Present your mobility in

conferences, organize a tea party with

parents, create a workshop in professional

associations, prepare a seminar for your co-

workers, have a special session with your

students where you will introduce the topic

from your mobility period. In this way you

will be able to spread the knowledge among

a wide range of different people. Maybe you

can even organize a summer school for your

students in which you will learn about the

topic of your mobility. Teamwork rules apply

also in the case of dissemination. If you have

a colleague from your school that also went

to mobility, try to prepare a dissemination

event together. This will encourage broader

range of people to join the event and maybe

motivate them to apply for mobility.

European social media. There are quite a

few European options for disseminating
your results. For instance ETwinning is a

platform for teachers to connect, develop
collaborative projects and share ideas in
Europe. You can spread the results of your
mobility also in different social media group.
For instance, Facebook has a
group  Teachers from Europe  which has

more than 20.000 members; LinkedIn has
a group of elementary teachers with more

than 54.000 members. Spread a word about

your mobility among the members of those

groups and say some words about the

quality of the training provider. By this you

will help other teacher in making decisions

about their future mobilities.

 

Improve your curriculum. Think what part
of the implementing curriculum you can

improve using the knowledge and skills

from the mobility period. Do not stay only in

your class. Share the improvements of the

curriculum with your fellow teachers from

professional associations who teach the

same subject as you. 

 

Mobility as a starting point for KA2
projects. Note that one of the purposes of
the mobility is to increase your network in

order to apply for future projects. Erasmus+

course therefore is an opportunity to

discuss future projects with your fellow

participants. Do not wait till the end of the

course. Start a discussion about the projects

as early as possible. In this way you will have

even additional information for your

dissemination activities because you will be

able to tell the audience how your project

will continue in the future.

https://www.etwinning.net/sl/pub/index.htm
https://www.facebook.com/groups/286372008077406/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3251389/


Include different stakeholders in your
dissemination plan. If you share your new
knowledge only with teachers, the

knowledge will stay in a very narrow group

of people. Think about the ways to include

more diverse groups. For instance, parents,

students, members of associations,

members of local community institutions

(libraries, NGOs, volunteering organizations

…), local authorities etc.

 

 

Think about your target groups – which are
they and how will you reach them:

school: students, teachers,
nonpedagogical staff, parents,

management board;
local community: local government,

professional bodies, libraries, NGOs,
decision makers;

national level: practitioners, fellow
teachers, associations, decision makers;

press and media.

Channels for reaching your target groups
 

 
The more, the better. Even if your mobility
project is small, include at least 7 different
resources to cover different target groups.

social media: Facebook, LinkedIn,
Instagram, YouTube, Pinterest, Twitter,

Flickr;
internet: school website, blog,

associations’ websites, local community
website, email, newsletter, ebooks, online
power point presentations, webinars,
MOOC;

audiovisual media: radio, TV, video clips,

podcasts, apps;
print: flyers, leaflets, reports, articles,

press releases;
public events: meetings, information

sessions, workshops, seminars, training
courses, exhibitions, demonstrations,
peer reviews, open days, conferences,
participation at local / national /
international events giving presentations
about the mobility project;

Erasmus+ Project Results Platform;
visits to key stakeholders. 

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/


cover task-related preparation,

intercultural, linguistic and safety;

ask your course provider to send

you information booklet with

practical arrangements in advance;

show how will you create useful

documents for your participants.

Task-related preparation refers to activities

of mobilites. Ask your course provider to
send you in advance any material related to
the course content and any guidelines the

participants need to do in order to follow
the course appropriately. Course providers
might send you some questionnaires in
advance, articles about the topic, have an
interview with participants. On your side
prepare one or several meetings with the

participants in which you present all the
activities they will have to do in the project,
i.e. Erasmus+ rules, documentation,
evaluation, certification etc. 

Success does not just happen. It is planned for. And it is the same with Erasmus+ mobility
projects. Preparation of participants is one such key to success. In the application process your
task is to convince evaluators that you will take care for your participants and not just leave
things to go with the flow. Here are a few ideas for a systematic preparation that you can offer
to your participants.
 
Preparation covers several areas and is task-related, intercultural, linguistic, and risk-
prevention. 

An ounce of
prevention is worth a
pound of cure.
Benjamin Franklin

Intercultural preparation. Since the in-
service trainings are intercultural, the

course provider will most likely ask the

participants to prepare a presentation
about their country, organisation and their
work. Empower your participant to do the

presentation in a high-quality manner so

that other participants will be able to learn

about your organisation and country.

Participants may bring to the course some

typical food or promotional material to

show country specifics. Share some
relevant information about the culture of

your host country. If you send more

participants to the same country, you might

want to organize cultural workshop with a
trainer specialised in intercultural topics.

The trainer can offer you an experiential

workshop about cultural topics such as

national values, typical customs, specific

ways of behaviours, and habits. 

8. PREPARATION OF PARTICIPANTS



Linguistic preparation. Participants will

have to use another language. Ensure that
all of them are capable of following it. If
some of them have only basic skill of
communicating in another language, plan
the mobilities in such a way that you mix
participants with good language skills with
others so they will get a proper support.
Since linguistic preparation is very
important, Erasmus+ offers free language
courses. Check Online Linguistic Support
platform in which you will find assessment

and courses for different European

languages.

However, it never hurts to speak few words

in the language of the host country. The

abovementioned platform is perfect for

that.

Safety of participants is becoming more and

more important. Learning should be assured
in a safe environment which respects and
protects the rights of all persons. Plan your
safety measures in advance. Provide a
suitable insurance for participants,
i.e. travel and health insurance. If

applicable, it is strongly recommended that
participants get a European Health
Insurance Card.  Consider to prepare a
short safety handbook for your

participants. In the safety handbook you can

write all the relevant information about the

country, partner, contacts and links in case

of emergency, and risk-prevention

guidelines.

 

Careful preparation is important for both,

already experienced and new participants in

mobility projects. It is better to plan in

advance than be in panic if something goes

wrong. 

https://erasmusplusols.eu/en/
https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=559


advice your participants with low

level foreign language skills how to

be proactive learner at the course;

use translation apps;

ensure peer support.

Tip #1 Watch your thoughts. “I do not know
English so I will only observe” or “I do not

know English but I will put all my energy in

and take something out.” It is such a big

difference if a participant says the first or

the second statement. The first statement

leads him to passive position, the second

statement gives him the courage to find

different creative strategies for active

participation.

 

#2 Proactive participant. Here are some
strategies our participants use to

understand as much as possible: drawings,

body language, Google translator, language

apps, pre-reading about the topic in their

national language.   The worst thing you can
do is to isolate from group and say “I cannot
learn because I do not understand the
language”.   

Improving accessibility of international courses involves enabling participants with low level
foreign language skills to follow the course. In all those years of providing international
courses for teachers we came to a conclusion that a low level of foreign language skills need
not prevent teachers from attending mobility projects. Quite the opposite, in fact. Sometimes
participants with low foreign language skills can benefit even more comparing to other
participants. If all the stakeholders (participant, course provider, fellow teachers) put an effort
into helping them, those experience can be really unforgettable for all. Here are some best
practices and advices for improving accessibility of international trainings for teachers with
low levels of English.

Proactive people
carry their own
weather with them.

Stephen R. Covey

Anything else is better. Even if you just sit
together with the group, watch the
members in the eyes and smile.

#3 Uncle Google helps me to learn. Ask the
trainer to give you all the material in

electronic version. You can use Google

translator during the course to translate the

necessary inputs. The translation is not

perfect, of course, but it is enough to give

you key ideas.

 

#4 Mobile phone is really handy. So many

language apps for smartphones with

immediate translation. It is not necessary to

speak. You can write your messages when

communicating

 

9. LANGUAGE BARRIERS



#5 Go abroad in pairs. Together we achieve

more. When you go abroad do not go alone.
Take your fellow teacher who speaks
English with you. It is so much fun learning
together and share experience. And your
colleague can help you to overcome the
language barrier. Besides when you get
home you will have more power to change
things at your school because you will not
be alone with new ideas.
 
#6 Peer support. Maybe you will have luck

and one of other participants will speak
your language. Ask for help and do not
forget to give your colleague a present at
the end of the course since translating is not
an easy job and requires a lot of
concentration.

#7 Also trainer is your ally. Ask your trainer
to adapt some of the activities. Sometimes

it is possible and sometimes it is not. But

you do not know if you do not ask. Maybe

trainer can prepare some of the materials in

your language. Perhaps the trainer is able to

prepare more nonverbal activities. Or she

can arrange group work in national

languages.

If there is a will,
there is a way. 



advice your participants with low

level foreign language skills how to

be proactive learner at the course;

use translation apps;

ensure peer support.

We design Erasmus+ courses with the respect of adult learning process – integration of new
knowledge with existing experience. All the courses on the list below are highly interactive and
engaging with case studies, thinking tools, activities in groups and pairs, simulations, and
discussions. We also provide a time and space for individual reflection. The focus is on
experiential learning and workshop approach. The participants receive a workbook and other
working materials, needed for their active engagement. Our OID code is: E10091479 and PIC:
949416601.

Get in touch with us:  Facebook  I  Web   I  Email

 List of Erasmus+ courses
       Problem solving skills 

Yes, I can: Special needs students and inclusive education
 

This course gives participants a fundamental understanding of different

special needs diagnosis, planning inclusive lessons, creating inclusive

school environment, teacher’s emotions and attitudes working with special

needs students and working with parents. They also practice to use

evidence-based practices to provide effective interventions and explore

typical strengths and weaknesses of individuals with special needs.

Science for primary school children: When complicated becomes fun and
easily understandable
 

This course helps teachers to teach science in early stages of primary

school education (6 to 10 years old children). The participants get written

lesson plans for fun and educational hands-on experiments which they can

use as part of their classes. The course introduces the concept of science

clubs and science project work in primary schools. One day is also intended

to visiting House of experiments in Ljubljana where teachers experience

some experiments designed for children.

10. ERAMSUS+ COURSES
BY PRIMERA

https://www.facebook.com/erasmusbyprimera/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/
mailto:info@skupinaprimera.si
mailto:info@skupinaprimera.si
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/yes-i-can-special-needs-students-and-inclusive-education/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/science-for-primary-school-children-when-complicated-becomes-fun-and-easily-understandable/


advice your participants with low

level foreign language skills how to

be proactive learner at the course;

use translation apps;

ensure peer support.

ICT in my classroom: Enhancing students’ learning, collaboration,
motivation, and creativity across the curriculum
 

ICT in a contemporary classroom is more than a source of information.

Despite technology is often considered as a barrier for interpersonal

relationships, skilled teachers know how to use technology in order to

increase peer collaboration (classroom and international), learning

motivation and creative thinking. The course is designed as an interactive

process with emphasis on project work. After the introduction of a

particular ICT tool participants try the tool on their own examples from

their subject.

Teaching creativity in schools
 
Inspired by Edward de Bono’s techniques the course aims at learning new
creativity teaching methods in order to improve school curricula, to
provoke more “out of the box” thinking by the students and to foster
problem-solving capabilities by educational personnel. Participants
become aware of common barriers that prevent creative thinking in
schools and develop techniques to foster generation of original ideas in
groups. Course is highly recommended for educators who would like to
build individualised teaching approach for unmotivated, demanding or
talented students.

Teaching entrepreneurship in schools: Experiential approach
 

The course introduces contemporary entrepreneurship concepts such as

business modelling, user-driven innovation, design thinking, and lean start-

up. Through entrepreneurial projects teachers experience project-based

teaching of entrepreneurship for upper secondary level of education.

Although some of the activities are also suitable for primary level. Teachers

receive a practical workbook with sessions for 30 teaching hours.

https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/ict-in-my-classroom-enhancing-students-learning-collaboration-motivation-and-creativity-across-the-curriculum/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/teaching-creativity-in-schools/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/teaching-entrepreneurship-in-schools-experiential-approach/


advice your participants with low

level foreign language skills how to

be proactive learner at the course;

use translation apps;

ensure peer support.

Prevention of violence: say NO to bullying and child abuse
 
With prevention of violence is the same as with our health. We realize how
important it is when we get ill. But the right way is to strengthen our health
and to wait for illness to remind us on the importance of health. This
course is intended to teachers and other professionals who work with 4 to
10 years old children. The participants will learn about the dynamic of
violence, symptoms and consequences of violence. The majority of the
programme will encompass different activities for strengthening non-
violence values among pupils, teachers and parents. One day will be
intended to the study visit to one of the Slovenian school which
implemented the CAP (Child Assault Prevention) programme in order to
prevent violence.

Preventing early school leaving
 

Since the reasons for dropping out of the school are many faced, there is

also no straightforward recipe to prevent early school leaving. However,

evidence shows that building students’ self-esteem increase their sense of

self-worth and trust in their abilities. During the course participants

practice pedagogical activities to build five protective factors for authentic

self-esteem: security, identity, belonging, purpose, and competence.

Career development survival kit: Enhance employability and improve
career prospects of teachers and students
 
The main objective of the programme is to enable the participants to
reflect on their career path, competences and management skills and
create their career vision as well as transfer gained knowledge and skills to
their students. By the end of the programme, participants will know more
about career competencies for the 21st century, changes regarding
professions, employment and labour market.

    
   School capacity

https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/prevention-of-violence-say-no-to-bullying-and-child-abuse/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/preventing-early-school-leaving/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/ict-in-my-classroom-enhancing-students-learning-collaboration-motivation-and-creativity-across-the-curriculum/


advice your participants with low

level foreign language skills how to

be proactive learner at the course;

use translation apps;

ensure peer support.

Rediscover preschool: the foundation of good education
 
An essential course for all those who are working with preschool children
(1-6 years) as well as to all those wishing to refresh/enhance their
knowledge. The course deals with effective training practices and
procedures and emphasizes the importance of preschool education.

Multiculturalism – Teacher’s role in the integration process of immigrant
children
 

The course aims at strengthening non-judgemental attitudes of

educational personnel for fostering diversity and multiculturalism in

kindergartens and primary schools. Through highly interactive sessions

participants learn how to implement activities and more productive

communication with different stakeholders in the process of integration of

immigrant children. Moreover, they learn how to encourage multicultural

environment to prevent prejudice and stereotypes.

Student voice: Participative teaching methods
 
The main goal of the course is to help teachers to engage students by
participatory learning. Throughout the course, participants will get familiar
with the impact they can have on students by their active involvement.
They will learn how to build social capital that increase social and
emotional learning. As our goal is also to encourage participants to build
learning communities in their home countries, the participants will receive
methods plans for their own use.

    
   School capacity

https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/rediscover-preschool-the-foundation-of-good-education/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/multiculturalism-teachers-role-in-the-integration-process-of-immigrant-children/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/non-formal-participative-teaching-methods/


advice your participants with low

level foreign language skills how to

be proactive learner at the course;

use translation apps;

ensure peer support.

Authentic authority: Building autonomy and responsibility in a classroom
 

Children need teachers that design opportunities for exploring, being

curious and also self-confident enough to get to the end. This seminar is

designed to support teachers and other professionals that work in

education using approaches that promote children’s independent work –

integrative learning style. Participants will learn how to design learning

processes, where children can gain valuable experience by working

independently, but also as part of a team. Participants gain skills, how to

establish authority based on connecting emotionally, providing feedback

and discipline.

Stress management in schools
 

The training aims at developing stress reduction skills for educational

personnel in their professional and personal life. Participants become

aware of their own stress and anxiety triggering patterns and explore

stress response patterns of others. At the end of the course, they are able

to apply methods that foster attention and concentration of the students

with weak frustration tolerance and coping mechanisms. The course is

highly recommended to educational personnel that is facing major changes

in career or in personal life.

     
   Positive education 

 Teaching character: Positive psychology for every teacher 
 
This course aims to help teachers creating positive classrooms to develop
mindsets for the 21st century. Positive psychology offers evidence-based
hands-on tools for boosting students’ well-being. Throughout the course,
participants will get familiar with the fundamental concepts of positive
psychology such as character strengths, growth mindset, resilience, flow,
and PERMA.

https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/authentic-authority-building-autonomy-and-responsibility-in-a-classroom/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/stress-management-in-schools/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/teaching-character-positive-psychology-for-every-teacher/


advice your participants with low

level foreign language skills how to

be proactive learner at the course;

use translation apps;

ensure peer support.

     
   Positive education 

Developing emotional intelligence
 
Participants get acquainted with five pillars of emotional intelligence: self-
awareness, self-management, motivation, empathy and social skills.
Through various interactive activities they raise awareness of the
importance of emotions. Also, the importance of emotional intelligence for
private and professional life. During the course, they learn various
techniques and exercises for the development of empathy, the
development of resilience, and the management of conflicts that are ready
for use in the classroom.

Developing effective communication skills
 
The course is based on Transactional analysis, a theory of personality and
communication. Participants learn how personality is linked to conflicts.
With various pedagogical methodologies, they recognise their own
communication patterns, develop feedback giving techniques and learn to
recognise psychological games. Participants develop effective
communication skills in order to avoid unproductive communication in
school settings.

What provokes conflict and how can we manage it?
 
The course is based on Relationship Awareness Theory. On the basis of the
SDI questionnaire, participants raise awareness of their motivation and
strategies in relationships. Through multiple stimulating exercises
participants get knowledge of their conflicts styles and strengthen their
core conflict management skills. By using highly experiential and
individualised approach participants develop a plan for personal growth.

Peer coaching as a sustainable source of professional development
 

Coaching is one of the most effective evidence based teaching practice.

Teachers use it not only as a tool for professional development during class

observation activities but also in their communication with students and

parents. In the course on peer coaching participants train their coaching

skills by asking powerful questions and using GROW coaching model. They

also work on limiting beliefs and reflect upon their teaching based on

Dilts’s neurological levels.

https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/developing-emotional-intelligence/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/developing-effective-communication-skills/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/what-provokes-conflict-and-how-can-we-manage-it/
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/product/peer-coaching-as-a-sustainable-source-of-professional-development/


Reviews of Primera’s
Erasmus+
courses from School
education gateway

“Excellent presentations and handouts Content

very interesting and informative Provided me

with the tools for active participation of students

Enabled me with the skills and knowledge of

powerful questioning Primera group were very

thorough in their preparation for this course and

made the week most enjoyable. Would highly

recommend the group for any future Erasmus

programmes.”  -Patricia Loughnane

“This course is really innovative, making us look at

teaching and learning with a more modern and co-

creative perspective. It is very well organised, the

topics are truly engaging and the trainer is very

clear and active. The methodologies shared in the

course will definitely be part of my classroom and

will be very useful in staff meetings.”  -Cristina

Codorniz

 “It was the best course in my life. So interesting

and useful. Thank you!!! I recommend it for all

teachers.”  -Eva Laasma

“This course gave a plenty of information about

positive psychology and how to use it in a

classroom. The teachers were all very professional

but also warm and nice persons. The course gave us

a lot of theoretical and scientific information about

positive psychology, character strengths, growth

and fixed mindset, also, but in a functional, playful,

and very adaptable way. Everything was very well

organized and this course, the teachers, the other

participants and beautiful Ljubljana gave me a lot

of tools to work better with my students. High

recommendations!”  -Sanna-Maija Nybergh

 “The course has met all my previous expectations.

The combination of theory and practice for

initiation in Peer Coaching was perfect. The

organization and communication cannot be better.

The trainers are fantastic speakers. The organiser

is in every detail to make the stay in Ljubljana a

pleasant one. Cultural activities are also very

appropriate in a beautiful city and country. Thank

you very much for the training received and for

your kindness.”  -Alejandro Zarco 



Going to another country for Erasmus training is not always easy. You have to trust that your course

provider is committed to quality. Here we summarize how we ensure quality of our trainings. Trainers

work with 3 x 3 framework which means that during the course they engage participants by senses,

emotions and strengths.

 Learning framework by senses, emotions, and strengths 

Strengths
For long lasting learning

outcomes it is not enough just

to be a “good” student meaning

read the materials, listen to the

trainer and be active during the

day. So we build upon

participants’ character

strengths in order to achieve a

strong impact of the training on

their competencies.

Creativity: we employ

creativity of the participants by

offering different moderation

tools

Collaboration: study-visits,

networking, and guest

lecturers contribute to team

spirit and learning from peers

Open-mindedness: tolerate is

not enough, we invite

participants to fully understand

different perspectives,

attitudes and responses

Emotions
Experiencing positive emotions

broadens people's minds and

builds their resourcefulness. 3-

to-1 positivity ratio suggests

having at least three times as

many positive emotions as

negative can have a lasting

impact on our prosperity. By

engaging positive emotions we

aim to achieve a positive

working atmosphere for

effective learning.

Amusement: icebreakers,

energisers, games, and half

day excursion contribute to

positive and relaxed

atmosphere for effective

learning 

Inspiration: self-reflection,

flow, and discussions about

transferring knowledge to

practice give participants the

necessary encouragement for

testing and persisting in new

ways

Kindness: help with

organizing different practical

arrangements such as airport

transfer, free time activities

etc. bring safety and a sense

of being welcome

Senses
Sometimes you look and you do

not see; another time you see

without looking. As our brains

learn with all senses, we also

involve different senses into

our training activities. Better

memorization, deeper insight

and broader perspective are

the results of learning by all the

senses.

 See : participants get eyes-

friendly workbooks,

demonstrations, and

observations

Hear: discussions, videos,

and music are elements of

our day-to-day programmes

Feel: participants create new

materials, test different

techniques, and use role-play

Taking all things

together our

participants co-create
Erasmus trainings so

every session is special.

11. PRIMERA'S
APPROACH TO LEARNING



3 x 3 LEARNING FRAMEWORK BY
PRIMERA



Erasmus+ Programme Guide, 2019:
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-

plus/resources/documents/erasmus-programme-guide-2019_enErasmus+

 

Impact and Dissemination Toolkit:
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/project-results/impact-and-
dissemination-toolkit_en

 

National agencies websites:
Dutch: https://www.erasmusplus.nl/en/impacttool-

mobility#activitiesHeading

British: https://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/programme-impact#
French: https://info.erasmusplus.fr/

 
Project website:
http://www.mice-t.net/   

Erasmus plus courses by Primera:
https://www.erasmuspluscourses.com/
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